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ABSTRACT 
Concrete waste as crushed concrete aggregates (CCA) in structural concrete prolongs the technical 
life of the reference concrete accomplishing closed loop recycling. CCA concrete reaches the 
reference concrete compressive strength and workability by the densification of CCA and cement 
paste. Our previous study demonstrates CCA densification by mechanical pre-processing, 
aggregate quality improvements discerned by increased packing density giving reference concrete 
strength and workability. This study addresses paste densification with blast furnace slag (GGBS) 
to replace 30 (wt.%) of Portland cement at reference concrete w/b ratio 0.5 and a lower w/b 0.42. 
Two CCA replacements are investigated: fine aggregates, CCA50; overall aggregate replacement, 
CCA100.  
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Compressive strength results show that both CCA50, CCA100 mixes achieve reference values at 
w/b 0.42, only CCA100 achieves reference value at w/b 0.5 as a climate-optimized concrete. The 
CCA50 mix-w/b 0.5 reaches reference strength when paste densification by GGBS is combined 
with CCA densification from mechanical pre-processing of aggregates. The 7-day strength of 
CCA100 with GGBS increases by 11% by mixing with pre-soaked GGBS. Statistical analysis of 
CCA100 strength results shows significant improvements with GGBS compared to mechanical 
pre-processing. Significant improvements are possible in CCA50 mix for a combination of 
mechanical pre-processed aggregates and GGBS replacement.  
 
Key words: Recycled concrete, 100% recycled aggregates, Supplementary cementitious 
materials, Blast furnace slag, Sustainability, Green concrete, climate-optimized concrete 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Concrete recycling achieves two important environmental goals: waste reduction and less 
extraction of virgin aggregates. The societal claims on circular economy and reducing carbon-
dioxide emissions related to concrete is achieved by concrete recycling and by replacing cement 
with supplementary cementitious materials [1, 2]. Crushed concrete aggregates (CCA) originating 
from structural concrete completes a closed-loop recycling when reused in structural concrete. In 
Sweden, such conventional recycling covers only 6% of the mineral waste fractions generated 
every year [3]. Despite observed recurring increase in mineral waste used in backfilling and 
landfill construction, no corresponding increase is found in conventional recycling in structural 
concrete. More conventional recycling is possible by improving CCA quality and adjusting 
concrete recipes to include CCA [4-6].  
 
These challenges with conventional concrete recycling may be met by improving CCA density, 
densifying the cement paste and the interface in between resulting in concrete recipes adjusted for 
CCA inclusion. The adhered mortar on CCA lowers density and increases water absorption [7, 8]. 
One such improvement is mechanical pre-processing of CCA where adhered mortar is dislodged 
from CCA by abrasion leading to densified CCA, which is shown to result in compressive strength 
at reference level [9]. However, in the case of low-density CCA, mechanical pre-processing alone 
is not sufficient to reach the reference strength [5]. Besides mechanical pre-processing, CCA 
concrete strength gain maybe achieved by SCM addition. For example, introducing GGBS at 50%, 
silica fume at 15% by weight of binder content increases compressive strength with 50% for 
concrete with coarse CCA and overall aggregate replacement respectively [10, 11]. 
 
SCMs are classified based on their reactivity as latent hydraulic such as blast furnace slag (GGBS) 
and pozzolanic such as fly ash, silica fume and activated glass powder [12]. The addition of SCM 
is leading to reaction at two levels: hydration reaction and pozzolanic reaction. For example, 
GGBS being latent hydraulic material uses Ca(OH)2  or other alkali activators to initiate reactivity. 
This is shown in Equation 1 by the hydration of Portland clinker (C3S) to build up cement gel      
(C-S-H) and Ca(OH)2, noted CH. As CH is formed, the SCM constituents (S) react in the second-
level reaction and builds up new cement gel, according to Equation 2.  
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                                              C3S + H  C-S-H + CH                                                                                     (1) 
                                              CH + S+H C-S-H                                                                                        (2)     
 
 As the pozzolanic reaction is dependent on the formation of CH means that the strength 
development from pozzolanic reaction is delayed [13]. As a chemical effect, the SCM consumes 
CH to build cement gel, which is the most strength-building component in cement hence affecting 
 concrete strength positively [14]. Besides oxides of silica, SCM such as GGBS also contains 
oxides of calcium and aluminium, denoted therefore as C-A-S and requires calcium hydroxide 
only for the activation of its hydraulic properties. Equation 3 shows the reaction with GGBS to 
form cement gel products.   
 
                                       C-A-S + H C-S-H + C-A-H + C-A-S-H                                            (3)     
 
The early strength gain is usually delayed in the case of concrete containing pozzolanic 
materials, however previous research has shown that surface-coating and mixing techniques 
improve the early age strength. For example, in the case of activated glass powder, soaking in 
water for 8 hours before concrete mixing leads to the formation of free ions of calcium and sodium 
boosting the building of cement gel by pozzolanic reaction and leading to early strength gain [15].  
Along with pozzolanic effect, SCM such as GGBS densifies microstructure between aggregate 
and cement paste by a possible micro-filler effect (particles < 1µm) leading to better transfer of 
stresses between paste and aggregate [6, 16]. The micro-filler effect is related to larger specific 
surface and consequently to a small size of SCM such as silica fume; indirectly observed by 
increased early age strength compared to pozzolanic effect which sets in after hydration begins.  
 
A micro-filler effect on a level of CCA pores is pursued by Katz [6] using SEM imagery to show 
denser micro-structure of CCA surface after silica fume impregnation showing 30% increase in 
7-day compressive strength. Similarly, surface coating is integrated in concrete mixing when 
partially wetted CCA is mixed with GGBS before other mix constituents are added resulting in 
18% increase in the 7-day strength of CCA concrete. The densification of the interface by micro-
filler effect is shown with microscopic imagery [17].  
 
Amount of CCA replaced influences the compressive strength of CCA concrete with SCM 
addition, inferred from literature. A larger increase in strength is seen with fly ash addition when 
CCA replaces 100% of coarse aggregates compared to 50% [18]. This is observed for different 
water/cement ratios. Similar trends are seen for concrete when GGBS replaces 55% of cement 
[19].  This shows that SCM addition is more beneficial in strength improvements for concrete 
with higher CCA replacements [9]. Similar studies in literature reason that SCM is more effective 
in mixes with higher CCA replacement as the volume of adhered mortar is larger for the SCM to 
densify in virtue of its reactivity and specific surface [17, 19].  
Mechanical pre-processing CCA is shown to influence strength of CCA concrete with SCM. 
For example, due to CCA quality improvements induced by mechanical pre-processing, concrete 
with 20% glass powder shows higher 28-day compressive strength at 40% coarse CCA 
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replacement than at 20% CCA without mechanical pre-processing [20]. Mechanical pre-
processing is leading to an increased packing-density, which together with cement paste 
densification by SCM further benefits concrete strength [5, 9].  
 
Most investigations compare the performance of CCA concrete with SCM keeping same water-
binder ratio as the reference concrete, meaning, replacing of original cement by a part of SCM 
leading to reduced embodied carbon relating to a more climate optimized concrete. [19, 21]. Same 
water-binder ratio ensures common ground to compare the performance of concrete with different 
SCM capacity of building cement gel compared to reference cement.  
 
Water/binder ratios are lowered as a consequence when SCM is proportioned as an addition to 
cement amount in the reference concrete.  Kou S.C. et al. [18] firstly replace cement with SCM, 
however not reaching reference concrete strength, therefore lower water/binder ratio by adding 
SCM. Other ways of producing lower water/binder ratios with SCM is to increase the cement 
content across the mixes; therefore counteracting climate optimized solutions by increasing 
embodied carbon [18, 22, 23]. All of these is applied for constant water content. A short review 
on SCM proportioning in CCA concrete is shown in Table 1 including even studies which use a 
part of the SCM to replace fine aggregates. 

Table 1 – Classification of SCM proportioning in CCA concrete, literature review 
 
 

Same w/b ratio as reference Reduced w/b ratio from reference 

% replacement of cement % of binder % of fine aggregate 
replacement 

Fly ash 
Variation of fly ash replacement of 
cement from 25, 35% according to 

[22],  to 50%[10] and 35% [19], 

25% [18],                        
30% [24], 
20.5% [25] 

30% [11] 

Activated glass 
powder 20% [21], 10-30% [20, 26]  90% [26] 

GGBS 50-70% [10], 55% [19] , 60% [27] 35%, 70% [28]  
Silica fume 10%[19] 10% [24] 15% [11] 

Flyash + GGBS 25% each [10]   
 
Concrete durability is influenced by the structure of hardened cement paste with reference to its 
porosity, although not addressed in this study; a short literature review discusses effect of 
mechanical pre-processing and SCM addition. The durability aspects discussed are resistance to 
chloride, drying shrinkage and carbonation, freeze-thaw is not discussed as this study investigates 
indoor concrete. Porosity of cement paste is made up of gel pores and capillary pores; the gel 
pores are extremely fine and dispersed compared to capillary pores [29].   
 
Introducing GGBS in concrete reduces the porosity of cement paste with densification through 
conversion of Ca(OH)2 to cement gel and by modifying pore size to become finer [30]. Powers 
[31] shows that a decrease in capillary porosity will induce a major reduction of coefficient of 
permeability. A reduction of the coefficient of permeability is observed in concrete containing a 
combination of 25% fly ash and 25% GGBS [10]. 
 

SCM 

Scenario 
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CCA consists of porous adhered mortar showing increased permeability already with its relatively 
higher water absorption capacity than natural aggregates. However, GGBS or silica fume densifies 
adhered mortar and the cement-CCA interface owing to larger specific surface/smaller size than 
Portland cement, therefore mitigating permeability issues arising from CCA porosity.  
 
Resistance to chloride in CCA concrete with GGBS is seen in literature, for example, a 30% 
reduction in chloride ions passage is seen in concrete with coarse CCA when GGBS replaces 55% 
of the Portland cement [19].  Khodair et al. [32] investigate chloride permeability of concrete with 
different CCA replacement percentages with 50% GGBS replacement and show that chloride 
permeability reduces with increasing CCA replacement percentage. This can be explained by the 
fact that GGBS is most efficient on cement paste densification for high CCA replacement 
percentages. Also, GGBS has the potential to bind chlorides thus mitigating the dissolution of 
chloride ions in pore water which reduce pH level in concrete [23].  
 
Drying shrinkage in CCA concrete is higher than concrete with natural aggregates due to the 
reduced restraint of CCA arising from adhered mortar content. Drying shrinkage is seen to 
increase with increasing CCA content [18, 33]. Densifying CCA by mechanical pre-processing is 
a beneficial tool for reducing drying shrinkage by reduction of the adhered mortar content.  Studies 
show reduction in drying shrinkage in concrete even by adding SCM and attribute this to the 
restraining effects of densified cement paste [19]. At low water/cement ratio the effect of amount 
of CCA replacement overrides the effect of SCM addition, thus in this case adhered mortar 
removal by mechanical pre-processing would be more beneficial than SCM [18]. Concrete with 
coarse CCA shows higher drying shrinkage than reference concrete; with  55% GGBS, drying 
shrinkage is lowered to the level of reference concrete for both 50 and 100% CCA replacements 
[19]. Drying shrinkage is reduced by 13.5% with  50% combined replacement of fly ash and 
GGBS in self-compacted concrete with a full replacement of coarse CCA [34].  
 
In the case of carbonation carbon dioxide usually reacts with CH, however by introducing SCM 
it reacts with C-S-H to form silica gel which due to high porosity facilitates further carbonation 
[13]. Previous studies show increase in carbonation depth despite reduced CCA porosity 
consequent of SCM due to the exhaustion of alkaline reserve in the concrete. However, CCA can 
have excessive alkaline content due to the presence of adhered mortar therefore still having 
sufficient resistance for carbonation [35]. If there is a need to behold the positive effect of the 
presence of adhered mortar, then the mechanical pre-processing of CCA  is not advisable.  
 
This study investigates GGBS to substitute 30% Portland cement in CCA concrete to achieve 
compressive strength and workability matching the quality of structural concrete of exposure class 
X0, reference concrete in this study. Two CCA replacements are investigated, CCA100 where 
CCA replaces both fine and coarse aggregates; CCA50 where only fine aggregates are replaced. 
Synergistic effects of aggregate and cement paste densification is investigated by SCM additions 
in concrete with mechanically pre-processed CCA for both CCA replacements, denoted by 
MPCCA100, MPCCA50, respectively.  
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Our previous study pursues the fraction-wise mechanical pre-processing of coarse and fine CCA 
by revolving for 15 minutes in a horizontal rotating drum with ribs. The CCA is then washed on 
sieves to remove the dislodged adhered mortar [9]. This results in improvement in CCA density 
and shape discernible in increased packing density of the combined coarse and fine CCA fractions.  
After mechanical pre-processing, the pre-soaking water amount corresponding to 15-minute water 
absorption value of combined coarse and fine CCA fraction is added in pre-processing stage 
before concrete mixing [4]. Sequential mixing method makes cement bind directly on the pre-
soaked CCA to benefit strengthening of the interface between aggregate and cement paste. The 
mechanical and pre-soaking pre-processing together result in MPCCA100 and MPCCA50 to 
reach compressive strength and workability of reference concrete. The compressive strength and 
workability of MPCCA50, MPCCA100 concrete are seen to increase with aggregate packing 
density which works as a bridging property between aggregate and concrete properties [9].   
 
This study investigates GGBS replacements at two water/binder ratios in three scenarios, Scenario 
A with same water-binder ratio as reference concrete 0.5; scenario B has a reduced water-binder 
ratio, 0.42. Scenario C shows the potential of replacing Portland cement and fine aggregates with 
GGBS in CCA100 concrete. Table 2 presents the investigated CCA mixes; with GGBS denoted 
by (S30, S70); mechanically pre-processed CCA by (MPCCA50, MPCCA100). The mixes 
S30MPCCA50, S30MPCCA100 investigate both pre-processing and GGBS replacement in 
concrete with 50, 100% CCA respectively. REF stands for reference concrete mix.  

Table 2 – CCA concrete mixes with GGBS  

 
Additionally, improvements in the early-age strength of CCA100 concrete is investigated by an 
improved mixing technique by pre-soaking GGBS in water for 8 hours before it is added to CCA 
in the mixing process.  
  

Scenario Cement/ 
GGBS w/b 

Concrete mixes denoted 
Reference 
aggregates 

CCA replacements 
(50%,100%) 

Mechanically pre-processed  
 CCA 

Ref. Portland 
cement 0.5 REF CCA100 CCA50 MPCCA100 MPCCA50 

A GGBS30% 0.5 
S30REF S30CCA100 S30CCA50 S30MPCCA100 S30MPCCA50 

B GGBS30% 0.42 
C GGBS70% 0.42  S70CCA100   
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2.1 SCM characterization  
 
The cement used in this study is CEM II/A-LL 42.5R containing about 87% clinker, 13% 
limestone filler and other minor constituents. The GGBS is a commercial product, Merit 5000, 
produced by grinding and rapid water-cooling blast furnace slag in a ball mill in Sweden.  
The details of oxide composition and physical properties such as density, specific surface (Blaine 
fineness) of CEM II/A-LL 42.5R and GGBS are shown in Table 3 and acquired from the 
respective product specifications [36, 37]. Figure 1 shows the particle size distribution of GGBS 
to be of smaller size than Portland cement correlating with larger specific surface. These 
properties may together contribute to a high densification capacity of the GGBS related to building 
cement gel and micro-filler effect. 

Table 3 – Chemical composition and physical properties of SCM 

SCM 
Chemical composition (%) Specific 

surface 
(m2/kg) 

Compact 
density 
(kg/m3) 

Unit 
weight 
(kg/m3) CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 

CEM II/A-LL 61.4 18.7 3.9 2.8 430-510 3080 1250 

GGBS 31 34 12 0.3 460-540 2800-
3000 1138 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – Particle size distributions of SCM 

2.2 Aggregate characterization  
 
The CCA investigated in this study originates from the prefabricated rejects of an industrially 
active concrete recipe of grade C40/50, also the reference concrete recipe in this study. Reference 
aggregates are crushed stone of size 8/11.2 mm and naturally graded aggregate 0/8 mm. The CCA 
fractions are 8/11.2 mm, 0.5/4 mm and 0/4 mm produced by crushing concrete rubble in a jaw 
crusher and with adjusted grading to reference, Figure 2. With the goal to densify the CCA by 
adhered mortar removal, CCA is mechanically pre-processed for 15 minutes, workflow in figure 
3. The grading curves of pre-processed CCA are matched to reference concrete aggregates by 
adjusting the proportions of CCA fractions  to receive workability similar to reference concrete 
[13], combined grading curves in Figure 2. The packing density is calculated as the weighed sum 
of unit weights of individual CCA fractions participating in the concrete mix. It assembles the 
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collaborative effects of aggregate properties and increases with mechanical pre-processing of 
CCA, it is indicative of CCA quality [9].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2 – Particle size distributions of CCA 

Figure 3 – Workflow- modifications to CCA 
 

Mechanical pre-processing enhances physical properties such as apparent density, unit weight 
compared to CCA without pre-processing, see Table 4. The water absorption of the CCA is 
measured at 15 minutes on a combined fraction consisting of coarse and fine CCA by the modified 
pycnometer method [4]. CCA water absorption reduces with adhered mortar removal caused by 
mechanical pre-processing; it is however higher for MPCCA50 due to readjustments in the 
proportioning of CCA after mechanical pre-processing.  

Table 4 – Properties of aggregates 

Properties 
Reference aggregate Pre-

processing 
alternatives 

CCA 

0/8 8/11.2 0/4 
CCA 0.5/4 CCA 8/11.2 

CCA 

Unit weight (kg/m3) 1837 1486 CCA 1475 1263 1249 
- - MPCCA 1464 1299 1336 

Void content (%) 32 44.4 CCA 45.6 53.6 52.7 
- - MPCCA 44.8 48.5 49.0 

Apparent density 
(kg/m3) 

2701 2720 CCA 2712 2720 2640 
- - MPCCA 2614 2527 2621 

 Reference aggregate Combined CCA fractions 
Packing density- 

(kg/m3) 
1672 CCA50 1410 CCA100 1299 

- MPCCA50 1454 MPCCA100 1377 
Combined water 
absorption (%) 

- CCA50 2.8 CCA100 5.7 
- MPCCA50  3.6 MPCCA100 4.5 

 
  

a) b) 
CCA50 CCA100 

Crushing & sieving 
CCA fractions

Mechanical treatment     
in a  rotating drum        

(15 minutes) 

Washing CCA on 
sieves & drying

Adjusting CCA grading curve 
to match reference aggregates
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2.3 Concrete mixing 
 
Before mixing the CCA are pre-processed by momentary pre-soaking with water based on the 15-
minute water absorption value of the combined CCA fraction determined by the modified 
pycnometer method [4, 17]. The concrete mixing comprises a stage-by-stage addition of mixing 
water and superplasticizer to the mixture of pre-soaked CCA, cement and GGBS, to enable a 
coating on the CCA and strengthen the interface. By a stage-wise addition of mixing water the 
aggregate-paste gets coated simultaneously during concrete mixing [38]. To enhance the early-
age strength of CCA100 concrete containing GGBS, this study follows an improved mixing 
method [15] where the GGBS is soaked with 30% mixing water and superplasticizer for 8 hours 
before it is added to the dry mixing contents. Mixing method is seen in Figure 4. A poly-
carboxylate based superplasticizer with dry content 24±1 wt. % is used in concrete recipe; 
mentioned in Table 5 with other mix constituents.  
  

Pre-processing by pre-
soaking CCA 

Adding cement, SCM/pre-
soaked SCM

70% mixing 
water + SP

30% mixing 
water + SP

 
 Figure 4 – Workflow- mixing method for CCA concrete  
 

Table 5 – Concrete recipes for mixes with, without GGBS 
 Mix constituents (kg/m3) 

GGBS Cement 
Mix 

water SP 
Pre-
soak 
water 

CCA Reference 
aggregate 

w/b 
0.42 

w/b 
0.5 

w/b 
0.42 

w/b 
0.5 0/4 

mm 
0.5/4 
mm 

8/11.2 
mm 

0/8 
mm 

8/11.2 
mm 

Reference 
concrete w/c 
0.5 

- - - 
 

490 245 3.7 - - - - 845 729 

S30REF 151 147 431 343 245 3.7 - - - - 845 729 
S30CCA100 151 147 431 343 245 3.7 44.86 314.8 550.9 708.3 - - 
S30MPCCA 
100 151 147 431 343 245 3.7 36.2 708.3 157.4 708.3 - - 

S30CCA50 151 147 431 343 245 3.7 24.08 314.8 519.4 - - 729 
S30MPCCA 
50 151 147 431  343 245 3.7 24.09 676.8 157.4 - - 729 

 w/b 
0.42 

  0/4 mm 
CCA 

/GGBS 

 

S70CCA100 151  431  245 4.4 38.6 119.8 
/195 550.9 708.3 - - 

 
Following the mixing process, the workability of the fresh concrete is determined by measuring 
the slump and flow diameter, according to SS-EN 12350-5. Three cylinder specimens of size 
100 mm × 200 mm are cast, demoulded after 24 -h and cured for 28 days submerged in a curing 
tank with water at 20 ± 2 °C according to SS- EN 12390-2. Compressive strength is tested 
according to SS EN 12390-3 at 7 and 28 days. 
 

Mixes 

w/b 
ratio 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This research investigates modification techniques presented earlier, implementing them on 
aggregate, cement paste and concrete mixing levels. These modifications jointly contribute to 
CCA concrete to give workability and compressive strength comparable to reference concrete by 
beneficial effects shown in Figure 5.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 – Modification tools for CCA concrete 
 
3.1 Workability 
 
The mechanically pre-processed CCA has a higher packing density (1377 kg/m3) and demands 
lesser compaction compared to un-preprocessed CCA (1299 kg/m3) therefore benefitting strength 
without compromising stability. With GGBS, the un-preprocessed CCA concrete shows more 
stability during compaction in comparison to Portland cement; more apparent with w/b ratio 0.42.  
 

Figure 6 – Workability of concrete mixes with GGBS. Above: flow diameter, below: slump test 

• Mechanical pre-processing 
• Grading curve adjustments 

• Proneness to react: pre-soaking SCM
• Replacing fine CCA with SCM 

• Pre-soaking CCA, mixing sequence 
• Improved mixing method

Densifies CCA

Densifies paste

Densifies CCA-
paste interface

Densifies 
CCA concrete
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For all CCA replacements, GGBS concrete with same water/binder ratio 0.5 results in slightly 
increased flow diameter belong to flow classes F3 and above, compared to reference concrete 
showing F2, see Figure 6. However, at lower water/binder ratio 0.42, the flow diameter values are 
in the range of F2 class. This is in agreement with previous research, showing that GGBS has a 
water-reducing quality such that workability of GGBS concrete resembles workability of concrete 
with more mixing water [23]. The slump results are consistent with the flow diameters of 
respective mixes, such that higher slump seen in 0.5 water/binder ratio reduces with 0.42 ratio. 
 
Mix S70CCA100 with flow diameters in F4, Figure 6,  is slightly less than that of self-compacting 
concrete (F5 and above), it is a result of increase in fines content lesser than 600 μm due to a 
larger addition of GGBS [13]. Previous research shows that CCA can be adapted to self-
compacted concrete with GGBS at 50% replacement of Portland cement [32, 39]. Mixes like 
S70CCA100 with mechanically pre-processed CCA could yield a concrete likening self-
compacted concrete due to improvements in CCA quality brought about by pre-processing.  
 
3.2 Density of hardened concrete 
 
CCA densification by mechanical pre-processing increases packing density of CCA, leading to 
an increase in the hardened concrete density of CCA50 and CCA100, shown in our previous study 
[9]. This is also seen for all alternatives with GGBS, Figure 7.  
Although having the lowest packing density of all replacement alternatives, CCA100 concrete 
density with GGBS reaches MPCCA100 density. Thus, an un-preprocessed CCA gets the benefits 
of the SCM and matches the performance of MPCCA concrete especially for 100% CCA 
replacement.  Densification of cement paste is due to the elevated cement-gel building capacity 
of GGBS combined with probable micro-filler effect or effect of coating on un-preprocessed CCA 
[6]. Concrete density enhancement with SCM addition is in agreement with previous research 
where CCA100 concrete density increases by 6% when fly ash replaces 30% cement [40].  

Figure 7 – Mean values of hardened concrete density, aggregate packing density  
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By introducing more GGBS in mix S70CCA100 a part of the GGBS substitutes fine aggregates 
and thus leads to a lower packing density. Packing density of S70CCA100 mix is measured using 
GGBS as a fine aggregate replacement and is lower than packing density of other CCA100 
alternatives owing to GGBS having lower density than fine CCA. Despite lower packing density 
concrete S70CCA100 shows highest density among other CCA100 concrete. This is understood 
as the GGBS replacing fine aggregates contributes still to the pozzolanic effect, building cement 
gel and leading to higher density of concrete. A micro-filler effect can be identified as the packing 
density is calculated for the S70CCA100 based on GGBS replacing fines and other CCA fractions. 
Thus, the GGBS has the possibility of coating and densifying the CCA which may also justify the 
observed lowering effect on packing density. 
 
Across all CCA replacements, GGBS concrete shows slightly higher density compared to Portland 
cement alternatives due to better densification of cement paste by GGBS. Due to larger specific 
surface, smaller particle size than Portland cement and the strength building component C-S-H 
specific to GGBS is more dense than that from hydration of Portland cement [13, 41].  

3.3 Early age strength 
 
The pozzolanic reaction is boosted by an improved mixing method by pre-soaking GGBS in 
water, adapted from previous research [15].                                                                   

The GGBS is pre-soaked in mixing water with 8% of total superplasticizer content in the mix. In 
this way GGBS is activated and made more prone to react with CH and form C-S-H earlier than 
with the ordinary mixing. As pointed out, even the micro-filler effect is occurring at early age. 
Therefore, the chemical activation by improved mixing method together with micro-filler effect 
contributes to increased early age strength. However, more investigation is required to discern 
these effects distinctly.  
 
The 7-day compressive strength of CCA100 concrete in Figure 8 shown for improved mixing 
method with 30% GGBS replacement has equivalent effect as mechanical pre-processed CCA 
concrete. With the ordinary mixing method, the GGBS concrete does not reach the strength of 
mechanically pre-processed aggregates. The improved early strength gain is in agreement with  
Kim Y. et al. [42] who observe that concrete with 30% slag replacement of Portland cement 
achieves 96% of the reference concrete strength at 7 days. A Swedish study shows that concrete 
containing 25% slag with CEMII-A/LL, the same cement in this study, shows only 95% of 7 day 
strength compared to the reference concrete although not with CCA [23]. Thus, it is obvious that 
a combination of mechanical pre-processed CCA with replacement of cement with GGBS should 
achieve 39 MPa, reference concrete strength.  
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Figure 8 – CCA concrete compressive strength at 7 days 

3.4 Comparison GGBS and Portland cement 
 
The 28-day compressive strength using 30% GGBS replacements for water/binder ratio 0.5 same 
as reference, seen in Figure 9. It is known that CCA50, CCA100 concrete do not reach reference 
concrete strength level without mechanical pre-processing or GGBS addition. Introducing GGBS 
contributes to concrete compressive strength in the order REF > CCA100 > MPCCA100 > 
CCA50. GGBS shows maximum increase by 40% for reference concrete, this finding is consistent 
with previous research where at 30% GGBS replacement in natural aggregate concrete, the 28 
day strength increases by 50% [43].  The CCA50 is not helped by GGBS addition, however 
mechanical pre-processing helps it to exceed reference concrete strength. However, the 
MPCCA50 has the highest scatter among the test results and therefore the benefit of GGBS cannot 
be realized as it is in the case of S30CCA50.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – CCA-GGBS concrete compressive strength at 28 days, w/b ratio 0.5 
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Gao J. M. et al. [16] attribute strength increase noticed in their results, to the densification of the 
microstructure at the aggregate-cement paste interface, which is due to GGBS having a larger 
specific surface than Portland cement (425 kg/m2 and 361 kg/m2 respectively).  
 
The compressive strength of concrete mixes with GGBS are compared for low and medium 
water/binder ratios 0.42 and 0.5 respectively, shown in figure 10. The general observation is 
change in water/binder ratio induce differences in the range of 5-10 MPa in GGBS concrete. 
GGBS mixes with 100% replacement of CCA show higher strength than 50% CCA due to higher 
adhered mortar content. This is due to the fact that GGBS can seal the cracks in the adhered mortar 
and densify the aggregate-cement paste interface contributing to the increased strength [19]. The 
added effect of densified CCA and cement paste by results in higher strengths such as in 
S30MPCCA50 and S30MPCCA100.   
 
The S70CCA100 where 12% of fine CCA is replaced with GGBS shows strength comparable to 
reference concrete with GGBS; findings are in agreement with previous research which shows 
CCA concrete containing 70%GGBS shows higher 28-day compressive strength than reference 
concrete with Portland cement [10]. Corinaldesi V. et al. [11] show that compressive strength of 
CCA100 concrete surpasses reference concrete strength when silica fume replaces fine CCA. 
 

Figure 10 – CCA-GGBS concrete compressive strength at 28 days, w/b ratios 0.42, 0.5 

3.5 Statistical significance of results 
 
The statistical significance is analysed for two main parameters – mechanical pre-processing and 
GGBS addition with 28-day compressive strength as response variable. This statistical analysis is 
shown for water/binder ratio of original concrete recipe, 0.5. The claim of this study is to receive 
a strength and workability of CCA concrete likening reference concrete. The CCA100 mix with 
GGBS replacement reaches reference concrete strength of 46.6 MPa and fulfils our claims. This 
is also fulfilled by mechanically pre-processed CCA50 mix with GGBS.  
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The significance of mechanical pre-processing, GGBS addition or combination of both on 
CCA50, CCA100 mixes is statistically analysed using a two-sample T-test, Table 6. The sample 
mean is taken from Figure 10, mean and standard deviation is based on 3 specimens. It is seen for 
the case of CCA100, 30% replacement of GGBS gives a significant result. While for CCA50 
lowest p-value is achieved for mechanical pre-processing combined with GGBS replacement; 
meaning statistical significance maybe achieved for a larger sample size. For CCA100 
combination of mechanical pre-processing with GGBS replacement would also give a significant 
result but it would mean extra energy input in the mechanical pre-processing.  

Table 6 – Results of statistical analysis for w/b 0.5, reference concrete strength 46.6 MPa 

 
Analysing the effects of three factors, CCA replacement percentage, mechanical pre-processing 
and GGBS replacement on linear regressive coefficients of compressive strength shows that:  

• Individual effects: mechanical pre-processing gives the largest effect followed by GGBS 
replacement (7.76, 5.79). CCA replacement percentage has no average influence.  

• Interaction effects: CCA replacement percentage shows positive effect with GGBS 
replacement, highest effect seen for CCA100 (4.52), largest value is reached in 
combination with mechanical pre-processing.  
 

It can be observed for CCA100 that either mechanical pre-processing or GGBS replacement, or a 
combination of both are equivalent in yielding reference concrete strength values. The 
replacement of 30% Portland cement by weight with GGBS results in 28% reduction of CO2,eqv 
emissions calculated for a cubic meter of the reference concrete recipe [44]. Therefore, a 
cementitious material replacement could be an option to produce likewise strong and climate 
optimized concrete. On the other hand, for CCA50 to reach reference concrete value, mechanical 
pre-processing has to be combined with GGBS replacement. It is estimated in Sadagopan [44] 
that excluding the washing activity, the CO2,eqv emissions resulting from mechanical pre-
processing are negligibly small in comparison to CO2,eqv reductions from Portland cement 
replacement; 100g CO2,eqv/cum, 102 kg CO2,eqv/cum respectively. Therefore, the decreasing effect 
on CCA50 strength by GGBS can be compensated in combination with mechanical pre-processing 
to produce a climate optimized concrete with a strength comparable to reference concrete.  

Sample parameters   Mechanical pre-
processing 

GGBS 
replacement 

Mechanical pre-
processing + GGBS 
replacement 

CCA100 MPCCA100 S30CCA100 S30MPCCA100 
Mean  35.17 46.82 46.74 55.88 
Standard deviation  1.50 4.42 1.71 2.47 
P value  - 0.050 0.003 0.001 
T-test - 4.32 8.81 12.41 
Significance - significant significant significant 
Sample parameters CCA50     MPCCA50 S30CCA50       S30MPCCA50 
Mean  41.3 47.06 43.21 47.76 
Standard deviation  1.21 6.14 4.2 2.87 
P value  - 0.256 0.543 0.07 
T-test - 1.58 0.73 3.55 
Significance - not  significant not  significant not significant 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Blast furnace slag is introduced at 30% of cement weight in CCA concrete to densify cement paste 
to match the structural performance of reference concrete. Two CCA replacement scenarios are 
investigated, CCA50 where fines are replaced and CCA100 with overall replacement of 
aggregates. These two CCA replacement ratios are the most feasible ways of replacing aggregates 
in industrially active concrete recipes. It takes into account the logistics and the current state of 
affairs regarding production of concrete and amount of waste available.  GGBS addition is made 
at two water/binder ratios 0.42, and 0.5.  
 
Addition of GGBS is useful in CCA concrete because:  
• Concrete density related to aggregate packing density: CCA100 with comparatively lower 

values of aggregate packing density and concrete density gives equal or higher strength than 
reference concrete with GGBS addition.  

• Increased early age strength: the 7-day reference concrete strength is 7% away from reference 
concrete strength using with improved mixing method involving pre-soaking of GGBS  

• Compressive strength at 28 days: for 0.42 w/b all CCA concrete alternatives give higher 
compressive strength than reference. At water/binder 0.5, CCA50 needs mechanical pre-
processing to reach reference concrete strength. 

• Fine aggregate replacement: introducing 70% GGBS produces CCA100 concrete in a high-
strength class 

• Workability: in case of water/binder ratio 0.42 it brings CCA50, CCA100 concrete in the same 
flow class F2. Flow diameter of S70CCA100 comparable to self-compacted concrete.   

• Climate optimized concrete: by replacing cement in addition to using recycled aggregates gives 
a more sustainable structural concrete. 

Mechanical pre-processing is beneficial for CCA concrete because:  
• Concrete density related to aggregate packing density: increases concrete density by increasing 

aggregate packing density, as there is a strong correlation in-between them.   
• Increase early age strength: gives similar results as CCA100 mix with GGBS at 7 days.  
• Compressive strength 28 days: CCA50, CCA100 reach reference concrete strength, 

mechanical pre-processing benefits CCA50 most when the mix contains GGBS.  
• Workability: It generally helps CCA50, CCA100 to come down to the reference concrete flow 

class F2. In combination with GGBS same flow class F2 is maintained at water/binder 0.42.  
• Climate optimized concrete: if not needed to be combined with GGBS to reach reference 

concrete strength, mechanical pre-processing is energy-craving process however optimized to 
15 minutes to deliver quality CCA.  

 
Statistical analysis on the compressive strength results confirms that for higher CCA 
replacements, GGBS addition is most beneficial. CCA50 is most benefitted by a combination of 
mechanical pre-processing and GGBS addition.            
Using three modifications levels at CCA, at paste and at concrete mixing levels shows CCA 
concrete with 100% replacement and reduced cement content gives workability and compressive 
strength of same level or higher than reference concrete. 
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